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ABSTRACT: Nanoscale structuring of optical materials leads to
modification of their properties and can be used for improving
efficiencies of photonic devices and for enabling new functionalities. In
ultrafast optoelectronic switches for generation and detection of
terahertz (THz) radiation, incorporation of nanostructures allows us
to overcome inherent limitations of photoconductive materials. We
propose and demonstrate a nanostructured photoconductive THz
detector for sampling highly localized THz fields, down to the level of
λ/150. The nanostructure that consists of an array of optical
nanoantennas and a distributed Bragg reflector forms a hybrid cavity,
which traps optical gate pulses within the photoconductive layer. The
effect of photon trapping is observed as enhanced absorption at a designed wavelength. This optically thin photoconductive THz
detector allows us to detect highly confined evanescent THz fields coupled through a deeply subwavelength aperture as small as 2
μm (λ/150 at 1 THz). By monolithically integrating the THz detector with apertures ranging from 2 to 5 μm we realize higher
spatial resolution and higher sensitivity in aperture-type THz near-field microscopy and THz time-domain spectroscopy.
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The use of nanostructures for enhancing optical absorption
has enabled optically thin semiconductor photonic devices

to be used for a wide range of applications, including high-
efficiency, low-cost solar cells1,2 and photodetectors based on
two-dimensional (2D) atomically thin crystals.3 Nanostructures
can also make an impact on the development of photo-
conductive (PC) terahertz (THz) emitters and detectors.4−13 A
substantial increase in the conversion efficiency has been
achieved in PC THz emitters by coupling the photoexcitation
to localized plasmonic modes supported by nanostructured
electrodes.5−7 Apart from improving efficiencies, enhancing
optical absorption in thin PC layers could enable device
concepts deemed impossible until recently. One such device is
a PC THz near-field probe for subwavelength resolution THz
imaging and spectroscopy12 in which the input aperture is
smaller than 1/100 of the wavelength. This probe allows
mapping the THz electric field distribution in space and time
by optically sampling the THz field that couples through the
aperture. Spatial resolution of this near-field probe is defined by
the aperture size. Applications of this technique with larger
apertures have already demonstrated THz imaging and
spectroscopy of fundamental modes in subwavelength size
THz resonators14,15 and mapping of THz surface waves16 and
transient photocurrents.17 Improving the spatial resolution
further however entails detection of THz waves transmitted
through a single aperture smaller than ∼ λ/100, which so far
has been impractical.

In previous work it was shown that incorporation of a THz
detector near the input aperture in a monolithic probe
enhances its sensitivity.18−21 This is because the waves
transmitted through the subwavelength aperture consist
predominantly of evanescent components22,23 (described by
imaginary k-vectors), which cannot be detected by a far-field
detector. However, even the monolithic probes have been
impractical for PC THz detectors integrated with apertures
smaller than 3 μm (∼λ/100 at 1 THz). This is due to the fact
that the corresponding THz evanescent field region is smaller
than the optical absorption length in commonly used PC
materials, such as the low-temperature-grown GaAs (LT GaAs).
THz detectors based on two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
in GaAs quantum wells and on an electro-optic crystal were
also employed to detect THz fields transmitted through
subwavelength apertures.19,20 The cryogenically cooled ultra-
thin 2DEG detector19 in particular can be highly sensitive to
the strongly localized evanescent field, and it was demonstrated
with apertures as small as 8 μm.19 However, this detector lacks
the capability of coherent (amplitude and phase) and time-
resolved detection, presently possible only with optically gated
THz detectors.
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Recent numerical calculations of the evanescent fields near
small apertures12,20 suggested that monolithic PC THz
detectors can enable room-temperature time-resolved THz
microscopy with apertures smaller than 3 μm if enhanced
optical absorption is realized in optically thin (100−300 nm)
PC layers. In general, enhanced light absorption has been
achieved using the following design principles: (i) light trapping
in the absorbing layer by waveguiding,24−30 (ii) excitation of
localized plasmonic modes at the interface with the absorbing
layer,4−10,31,32 and (iii) positioning the thin absorbing layer
near a metallic plane (e.g., the Salisbury screen).33−36 In the
monolithic PC THz near-field probe, where the optical gate
beam and the THz wave are incident on the detector from
opposite directions, a metallic plane would block the THz field.
Plasmonic electrodes, on the other hand, may result in an
increase of the detector’s noise current.37 Therefore, the most
appropriate method to enhance optical absorption for the THz
PC detector is to trap the photons in a thin PC region matched
in size to the region of localized evanescent THz field.
We propose and demonstrate light trapping in the PC layer

using a hybrid optical cavity consisting of a sparse nanoantenna
array on one side of the layer and a distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) on the other side. In this structure, the nanoantenna
array eliminates the high reflectance at a designated wavelength
within the stop band of the DBR almost entirely and traps the
optical gate photons by resonant scattering in the optically thin
(280 nm) PC layer, now acting also as a waveguide. The
photons therefore remain confined in the PC layer until they
are absorbed. Enabled by the coupling between the antenna
array and the PC layer, this nanostructure provides the
possibility for manipulating optical properties of the PC
material, enhancing the antenna response within a band
substantially narrower than the resonance line width of
individual antennas. The photonic structure allows us to
maximize the overlap between the THz evanescent field region
of the subwavelength aperture and the photoexcitation region
as well as to efficiently use the optical gate pulse energy. It
enhances responsivity of the subwavelength-aperture THz near-
field probe and allows employing 2 μm input apertures, leading
to a higher spatial resolution than previously reported.12

The structure and the operation principle of the near-field
probe are schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The PC detector
consists of a 280 nm thick LT GaAs layer with two metallic

electrodes separated by a 2 μm wide gap for collecting the
photocurrent, a DBR stack made of four pairs of AlAs/
Al0.2Ga0.8As layers (thickness of 68 and 58.5 nm, respectively),
and a sparse array of gold nanoantennas isolated electrically
from the LT GaAs layer by a thin (15−20 nm) layer of Al2O3
(Figure 1b). The detector is bonded to a sapphire substrate,
which provides optical access to the PC layer. To bring the PC
layer as close to the aperture as possible, the DBR stack is
etched away everywhere except for a square-shaped area
centered between the metallic electrodes. A 300 nm thick
metallic screen is deposited on the probe surface around the
466 nm thick DBR stack. As a result, a dielectric-filled aperture
is formed in the screen. To prevent short-circuit current in the
THz detector, we isolate the metallic screen electrically from
the PC layer using a 30 nm thick Al2O3 film.
Detection of THz radiation coupled through the aperture is

realized in the same manner as with PC THz receivers used in
THz time-domain spectroscopy systems. A schematic diagram
of the system is shown in Figure 1c. THz pulses are generated
in a ZnTe crystal by the process of optical rectification using
100 fs near-infrared (NIR) pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser (λo =
820 nm). The THz beam is focused on the aperture area of the
probe at normal incidence using a Si lens attached to the ZnTe
crystal. The beam size is approximately 500 μm in diameter.
The THz field that couples through the aperture induces an
oscillating THz electric field in the LT GaAs region (Figure 1a).
To detect that field, photoconductivity in the field region is
switched on by a NIR gate pulse from the same laser, focused
on the PC region through the sapphire substrate using an
aspheric lens with NA = 0.5. The photogenerated charge
carriers drift in the THz field and produce photocurrent
between the electrodes proportional to the instantaneous THz
field. The THz pulse waveform is then sampled by varying the
arrival time of the gate NIR pulse with respect to the THz pulse
using a time-delay stage (Figure 1c).
Within the photonic structure, the gate pulse photons first

encounter the array of sparse nanoantennas, which scatter the
incident photons.38−41 The fundamental antenna resonance
(along the antenna length) is designed to match the optical
excitation wavelength λo. Photons scattered into angles larger
than the critical angle become trapped in the high-index LT
GaAs layer due to total internal reflection (Figure 1d), whereas
photons that experience small-angle or no scattering are

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the PC THz near-field probe. White arrows indicate the wavevector of the incident THz wave (k) and the
electric field (E) induced in the photoconductive region. The red arrow indicates the optical gating pulse (NIR). (b) Unit cell of the antenna array: a
= 250 nm, b = 400 nm. The black arrow shows the optical excitation polarization. (c) Schematic diagram of the THz near-field microscopy system
with the monolithic PC detector probe: the ZnTe crystal (E) is excited by NIR pulses from the Ti:sapphire laser; the generated THz pulses are
directed to the near-field probe (D), where the THz field is sampled by gating the PC THz detector with NIR pulses from the same laser. A sample
(S) can be placed between the emitter and the detector for THz near-field imaging and spectroscopy. (d) Schematic cross-section diagram of the
photonic structure and its operation principle. The NIR gate pulse (red arrows) is trapped in the LT GaAs layer after scattering on the nanoantenna
array shown schematically as yellow squares.
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reflected by the DBR stack (Figure 1d). To increase the
reflection coefficient of the DBR, the LT GaAs layer thickness
itself is chosen to be a multiple of 1/4 of the optical excitation
wavelength in GaAs, L = (1+ 1/4)λo/nGaAs = 280 nm.
We design the nanoantenna array to have a plasmonic

resonance at the laser excitation wavelength using a commercial
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) solver.42 The dimen-
sions of each antenna are chosen to be 100 nm × 66 nm × 65
nm (length × width × height) for compatibility with electron
beam lithography. When arranged in the configuration shown
in Figure 1b and embedded into the dielectric environment
shown in Figure 1d, the antenna array without the DBR stack
exhibits a broad resonance at 800 nm according to the
simulations (see Supporting Information).
First we analyze the optical properties of the photonic

structure to evaluate whether it efficiently absorbs NIR
photons. The structure without the array shows the character-
istic stop-band of a DBR mirror with the center wavelength
around 810 nm (Figure 2a,b, black lines). The LT GaAs layer in

this case acts as the first high-index layer of the stack, and it
absorbs only ∼35% of the incident photons. Combining the
DBR with the antenna array however changes the optical
properties drastically: the reflectivity spectrum develops a
significant drop (from ∼60% to below 5%) within the stop
band, similar to that of a dielectric high-index planar cavity.
Remarkably, the transmission coefficient at the wavelength of
the dip remains practically unchanged.
Experimental transmission and reflection are characterized

using a linearly polarized, focused broadband optical beam with
NA = 0.5, similar to that of the optical gate beam. The
experimental spectra closely match the simulated spectra. For
the antennas oriented parallel to the beam polarization, the
reflection coefficient decreases to 5% at 820 nm, whereas the
transmission coefficient remains less than 5% at 800 nm, rising

only to 10% at 830 nm. On the basis of the experimental
spectra, 80−85% of the NIR gate beam with λo in the range
800−830 nm can be absorbed in the photonic structure despite
the fact that the LT GaAs layer is thinner than 1/4 of the
absorption length. In contrast to the structure without the
antenna array, the majority of laser photons are converted into
charge carriers in the PC layer. For the probing beam polarized
orthogonally to the long axis of the antenna, we find the dip in
reflectivity disappears and the transmission spectrum in Figure
2a becomes similar to the spectrum without the antennas.
To understand the origin of this reflectivity dip, we consider

the effect of nanoantennas on the field distribution in the LT
GaAs layer. The array imposes periodic variation of the optical
field in the transverse direction. Therefore, the momentum of
photons in the LT GaAs layer has an in-plane component, ky =
2π/p, where p = b = 400 nm is the array periodicity. The LT
GaAs layer therefore can act as a planar waveguide or a cavity
with modes described by the total k-vector condition expressed
as

=
+ π

k
k
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y

m
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2
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2 2

2
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where m is an integer.43 The corresponding wavelength for m =
2, λ2 = 826 nm, matches the wavelength of the reflectivity dip in
Figure 2c. The fact that the spectral width of the reflectivity dip
is 50 nm, significantly narrower than the width of the antenna
resonance (∼200 nm,; see Supporting Information), confirms
that the reflectivity dip corresponds to the hybrid cavity mode,
rather than to the pure antenna resonance.
The strong decrease of reflectivity and the lack of a Fabry−

Perot peak in the transmission spectrum indicate efficient
scattering of the incident photons into the LT GaAs layer.
These photons are guided by total internal reflection on one
side of the layer and by the DBR stack on the other side until
they excite electron−hole pairs. The nanoantenna array
therefore transforms the LT GaAs layer into a cavity that
traps the incident photons.
The enhancement of optical absorption within the LT GaAs

layer is verified by comparing the photocurrent response of
identical THz detectors with and without the array (Figure 3a)
incorporated into the PC region between the electrodes (Figure
3b). An over 50% increase in the photocurrent is observed for
the detectors with nanoantennas. The peak photocurrent,
corresponding to the maximum temporal overlap of the THz
pulse and the optical gate pulse, reaches ∼500 pA for the gate
average power of 5 mW. The photocurrent increase is
consistent with the experimentally measured reflectivity and
transmission spectra. We emphasize that dark resistance of
these detectors remains in the region of 2−3 GΩ after
introducing the nanoantennas. The increase in detection

Figure 2. Transmission (a) and reflection (b) spectra of the DBR with
the LT GaAs layer (DBR/LTG) with (red) and without (black) the
antenna array. Experimental and simulated spectra are shown by the
solid and dashed lines, respectively. The shaded area in (a) marks the
stop band of the DBR stack; the arrow in (b) indicates the reflectivity
drop.

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs of the gold antenna array (a); the active region of the THz detector showing two metallic electrodes and
the nanoantenna array in the PC gap (b); and a 2 μm square input aperture in the gold screen of the near-field THz probe (c).
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sensitivity therefore is achieved without an increase in detector
noise.
The realization of enhanced optical absorption in a thin PC

layer allows us to capture the evanescent fields for apertures as
small as 2 μm. Waveforms of THz pulses transmitted through
square apertures of 2, 3, and 5 μm and their corresponding
Fourier spectra are shown in Figure 4a,b. A distinctive THz

pulse waveform is detected for all the apertures. The waveform
shape agrees with the temporal derivative of the incident pulse
waveform.44 For the 5 μm aperture (λ/60), the detected field
amplitude is reduced only by a factor of ∼20, compared to the
amplitude of the incident field. This is a significant improve-
ment compared to the factor of ∼1000 found in a monolithic
probe employing a 1 μm thick PC layer (without the photonic
structure) integrated at 4 μm away from the aperture plane.18

For the nanostructured probe, the detected electric field
amplitude (averaged in the 1.0−1.5 THz band) follows
approximately the a2.6 dependence for aperture sizes between
5 and 2 μm (Figure 4b, inset), in agreement with electro-
magnetic FDTD simulations.12 Probes with a 2 μm input
aperture detect the THz pulse waveform with a practical signal-
to-noise ratio. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration
that THz pulses coupled through a 2 μm square aperture (λ/
150 at 1 THz) can be detected and used for local THz
spectroscopy analysis.
In conclusion, we show that integrating a nanoantenna array

and a distributed Bragg reflector with an optically thin PC THz
detector enhances optical absorption and results in an increase
in detection sensitivity without noise penalty for subwave-
length-aperture THz probes. The nanostructured THz PC
detector allows us to sense the highly confined THz fields
coupled through single apertures as small as 2 μm (λ/150 at 1
THz). The nanostructure provides two critical functions: first
of all, it localizes the optical gate pulses uniformly within the
evanescent field region of the aperture; second, it efficiently
converts the gate pulse photons into photocarriers in an
optically thin LT GaAs layer. The concept of a THz near-field
probe with an optically thin nanostructured PC THz detector
opens doors for improving spatial resolution and sensitivity in

subwavelength-aperture THz near-field microscopy. In this
work we demonstrate that 2 μm aperture near-field probes (λ/
150 at 1 THz) can be employed with full THz time-domain
spectroscopy capabilities.

■ METHODS

The AlAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As DBR stack and the LT GaAs layer are
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (wafer number: VB0656) on
a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The substrate temperature is
lowered to 250 C during the GaAs layer growth. The samples
are subsequently annealed at 600 °C for 40 s. The metallic
electrodes are defined lithographically directly on the surface of
the annealed samples. The 15−20 nm thick layer of Al2O3 is
deposited over the whole device using electron beam physical
vapor deposition. The nanoantenna array is fabricated by
electron beam lithography. Individual THz detectors are
cleaved from the wafer and bonded to a 500 μm thick sapphire
plate with a transparent nonconductive epoxy (Epotek
353ND). The GaAs substrate is removed using lapping and
chemical etching. The exposed DBR stack is then etched away
everywhere except for a square-shaped area centered between
the metallic electrodes. The insulating Al2O3 layer and the 300
nm thick gold screen are deposited instead of the etched DBR
layers using electron beam physical vapor deposition. The
buried detector electrodes are exposed using chemical etching
in an area of the device 5 mm away from the aperture location.
The THz detectors are optically gated by 100 fs pulses from

the Ti:sapphire laser with an average power of 5 mW focused to
an ∼2−3 μm spot. The photocurrent from the detector is
measured by a current preamplifier (DL Instruments) and a
lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, SR830). The
typical peak magnitude of the photocurrent in the THz
detector with nanoantennas is ∼500 pA for the 5 mW optical
excitation power (see Figure 4). Typical variation in detector
responsivity (peak photocurrent) for devices in the same
fabrication batch is ±10%. No degradation in performance of
THz detectors with nanoantennas under the 5 mW optical
excitation with typical currents of ∼500 pA has been observed
during continuous operation of each detector for 2−3 h/day.
Furthermore, no degradation was observed due to prolonged
storage of the devices over 3−4 months.
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Figure 4. (a) Time-domain waveforms of THz pulses transmitted
through the 5, 3, and 2 μm square apertures compared to the incident
pulse waveform (top). (b) Fourier transform spectra of the pulses in
(a); the inset shows the detected field amplitude as a function of the
aperture size; the amplitude is averaged over the 1.0−1.5 THz band
(shaded area) and normalized to the corresponding amplitude of the
incident pulse.
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